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Broken printer results in fee for
student organizations
Written

ry: Alyssa Sterkel

Student organizations will have
to pay to print posters until January.
The once free service offered
at the Alvin Sherman library was
temporarily discontinued after the
library's large-scale printer broke.
The printing services were redirected to NSU's Copy Center in
the administrative services building,
across from the University Park
Plaza. However, students now have
to pay $10 for a 2 x 3 poster and $20
for a 3 X 4 poster.
Bonnie Jackson,
manager
of copy services, said she didn't
want students going outside of the
university to print posters because
it is so expensive, but that the center
had to charge a small fee to maintain
its operation.
"At our competitors, $86 is
the going rate [for printing a large
poster], so we decided that we
wanted to help the students. We can't
do it for free because we have leases
on our equipment, salaries for our
staff and we have to buy supplies,"
she said.

Student organizations members have started using hand-drawn and hand-written posters to advertise their events in the Flight Deck's window in the Don Taft
University Center since the free poster printing service offered at the Alvin Sherman library was temporarily discontinued because the printer broke.

Jackson said the Copy Center
does not make a profit from charging
students to print posters.
Vanissa
Benjamin,
junior
communications studies major and
President of CAUSE, said, "I think

it's very good that they are trying
to help the students out as much as
possible. Even though we're not
getting it for free it still helps that it's
cheaper."
Jackson said, at first, the price

caught students off guard because
nobody told them they had to pay.
"Now, they come here and
they're not upset anymore. It's
settled down. It's just making them
figure out how they can pay for it.

I think it's making them get more
creative," said Jackson.
Benjamin said the cost has caused
student organizations to cut back on
the amount of posters they print.
"You don't really see that many
posters going out [anymore] because,
even though it's $10, that's still a lot
of money to students, especially if
they're not working. After awhile it
can build up, especially if you want
to have more than one poster."
Natalie
Cruz,
sophomore
legal studies major, Organizational
Standards Board member of the
undergraduate SGA and member of
Delta Phi Epsilon, said, "We have a
restricted budget so we have to add
that into our budget and, since we
have so many events, it accumulates
and affects how much we can spend.
I also hear other organizations
complain because SGA funds them,
and they're always complaining
about prices."
Students also have to pay $5
to laminate posters and $5 to mount
them. But, Jackson said, those
services have always had a charge.
Eddie (Supanchit) Jitpraphai,
SEE PRINTING 2
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HART from 1

Joseph Moore, senior business
major, said, "I don't think there was
one part of the event I didn't like, well
maybe the cost of drinks, but I enjoyed
it. The footage from homecoming week
was also a nice touch," he said. "When
that guy [in the raft race montage] said,
'We need an engineering school,' I
nearly died laughing."
After Hart's performance,
the winner of NSU's comedy
competition, Last Shark Standing,

which started in October, was
announced. James "Jim" Sinkevich,
senior nurSing major, placed first;
Alex Weiss, junior music major,
placed second; and Jonathan Killias,
freshman sports management major,
placed third.
Raphael Williams, freshman
business major, said, "I loved the
show. It was great. I really liked that
they had a whole lineup of people
performing. I didn't expect that."

Hart has appeared in numerous
movies including "Scary Movie
3," "Death at a Funeral," "Little
Fockers" and has done several
standup specials featured on Comedy
Central. He currently has a movie
out in theatres called, "Kevin Hart:
Laugh at my Tears."
Tamika · Lawrence, freshman
sociology major, said, "Please tell
Kevin Hart to come back and see us.
It was the best show I've ever seen."

A-Thai Restaurant

PRINTING from 1

director of the Office of Student
Media and Information, said the new
printer, which should be available for
student use in January, will be housed
under the Division of Student Affairs
with direct operation by the Office of
Student Media and Information.
"We received the full support
from President Hanbury to continue
this service for students. Due to the
fact that it's directly for students
and their activities and events, we

saw that it was appropriate to have
it under the oversight of the Division
of Student Affairs, which the Office
of Student Media and Information is
a part of," she said.
The new printer will be located
in the Rosenthal Student Center in
room 216.
Benjamin said she's happy it
will be in Rosenthal because it is a big
inconvenience to go to the copy center.
"Before [the printer] was in the

library which was a central location
for everyone. Even though it's [the
copy center] across from the UPP,
it's still a bit of a drive or walk just to
go there, especially if you want to go
in between classes," said Benjamin.
After several attempts to contact
Leonard Pounds, director of computing
facilities and field engmeering overseer
of the printer in the library, he did not
respond regarding when and how the
printer broke.

4 Stat" Rated of Thailand's
AuthenHc Dishes
18 -years of dail-y f-resh cooked food
HOURS: Monday - Friday
Lunch; 11 :30am-3:00pm Dinner: 5pm-10:00pm
Saturday's Open for Dinner Only

Ask for Mamason for take-out
or small party orders

954-792-6220
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Student town hall meeting with
President Hanbury
On Nov. 10, at 12:15 p.m. in the
Don Taft University Center pit,
students will have the opportunity
to discuss NSU-related issues
President
George
L.
with
Hanbury II and a panel of college
officials,
including :
Provost
Frank De Piano, Associate Vice
President of Business Services
Marc Crocquet, Vice President
of
Facilities
Management
John Santulli , Resident District
Manager of Chartwells Robert
Genser, and Vice President of
Student Affairs Brad A. Williams at
the third annual student town hall
meeting . The event is sponsored
by the undergraduate SGA.
News Corp. and Direct TV
reach agreement after Fox
network battle
On Nov. 1, News Corp. and Fox
settled a dispute that will allow
Direct TV to continue airing Fox
networks. In late October, Direct
TV had announced that they
would no longer support the
FOX network and would remove
popular channels such as FX,
NatGeo and Fox News because
of the Fox network's plan to
increase their customer prices by
40 percent.
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BARRY LAW Makes its Case
Providing students with the skills and knowledge
to aid society through the competent and ethical
practice of law is what drives the Barry University
Dwayne O. Andreas School of Law. The real-world
legal skills developed at Barry Law are showcased
by our championship-caliber trial and moot court
teams. That same legal expertise is displayed
by our graduates every day in law offices
and courtrooms.

Letter to
t he Editor

BARRY
UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF LAW

ORLANDO, FLORIDA

www.barry.edu/NSU
Barry University School of Law is fully accredited by the American Bar Association
(Section of Legal Education & Admissions to the Bar, ABA, 321 N. Clark Street, Chicago, IL 60654, 312-988-6738).

nsunews@nova.edu

Florida seeks adoption placements for 800 foster children
On Nov_ 1, the Department of
Children and Families launched
a statewide initiative to place
800 foster children in homes in
the month of November. The
initiative is in observance of
National Adoption Month. DCF
representatives said most of the
800 children are teenagers and
will never be returned to their
biological parents because the
parents' legal rights have been
terminated.
Hallandale, Pembroke Pines
and West Palm Beach red light
violators may get refunds
Hallandale Beach residents who
paid the city fines for running red
lights before July 1, 2010 may get
refunds if a $375,666 settlement
from a class-action complaint
filed by a Hallandale resident is
approved by city commissioners.
The resident filed suit against the
city claiming that the city acted
unlawfully when it enacted redlight camera violations before
the state did. Similar complaints
have been filed in Pembroke
Pines and West Palm Beach. If
the settlement is approved, 9,000
Hallandale residents could be
reimbursed within six months.
FDA warns that licorice could
be dangerous
The FDA warned, on Nov. 2, that
licorice could be dangerous for
people over 40. The FDA said
licorice's sweetening compound
can lower potassium levels,
which can cause irregular heart
rhythm. Eating two ounces of
licorice every day for two weeks
can cause these drastic effects.
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FACULTY SPOTLIGHT:·
ANOREA SHAW
Wiitten by:
Alyssa Sterkel

something seems to suggest or
you question your own beliefs
and figure out how to support
certain claims or ideas YOl).
have. It's an important ability
to have," she said.
Although Shaw enjoys
the classroom, she also enjoys

"Innovative ideas are
floating around. We, as
faculty, have the opportunity
Inspiration can be a twoto have a say in the direction
way street in the classroom
of how the school develops,
and for Andrea Shaw, Ph.D.,
like the kind of majors we
assistant director of the
add to our curriculum. NSU
division of humanities and
is dynamic. You're not just
associate professor in
in the classroom. We
the Farquhar College
have a meaningful
of Arts and Sciences,
role in the direction in
it definitely is.
which the uviversity
Shaw
teaches
develops," she said.
many courses like
One
way
the
creative writing, compuniversity has deosition and literature,
veloped is with the
and she is always
addition of the Faculty
by
her
inspired
Lecture series, which
students. Currently she
Shaw participated in
is teaching a fiction
on Nov. 1. She spoke
course in the Master
about her new research
of Arts in Writing
project
exploring
program, and she said
how the Caribbean
her students play a
is
represented
in
huge role in influencing
juxtaposition with the
her own writing.
supernatural.
"As
they're
Shaw said she's
Andrea Shaw is the assistant director of the division of
developing
in
a
always
had an interest
humanities and an associate professor in the Farquhar
College of Arts and Sciences. She enjoys creative writing
certain area, I see
in magical things, like
and research·based writing when she's not teaching or
that spark of energy
the idea that what we
administering.
and excitement and
see, feel and touch is
see how that translates to the her position as assistant not all that there is. There's
work they produce. When director in the division of more, she said, and this is an
I look at their writing now humanities. She said she opportunity to explore that
in comparison to what they searched for a position where and see what it means with the
combination of the Caribbean
produced in September and she could wear two hats October, it helps me believe administration and teaching. and the supernatural.
Shaw said the research
even more in my ability to NSU was a perfect fit.
Shaw said, "Believe project is both exciting
grow because I see what that
short amount of time has done it or not, and many of my and terrifying because you
colleagues may be surprised enter into a project with a
in their creativity," she said.
Shaw also hopes what or laugh, but I really like presumption of what you will
find and the claims you'll be
she teaches affects her doing organizational things.
students long-term because I like putting systems in able to make, but you're not
sure of what you will discover.
her courses involve a lot of place that help keep things
"At some point in the
critical thinking. She said her organized and flow smoothly
classes make the students look and effectively. That's why I project, you wonder if it makes
sense, or if you'll find what
at the material in a different was drawn to administration."
way and have them think
Her two positions also you thought you were going to
about various aspects of it and allow her to help build NSU,
find. But at the same time, it's
which is one thing she enjoys exciting to go on that journey.
what it symbolizes.
"I think it's important about the university. She said It's a combination of dread and
intrigue," Shaw said.
to develop that habit for NSU is a vibrant institution
general life pursuits. You and the benefit of being young
ask questions about what is that it's still growing.
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How residents can
stay safe on campus

,

Written by: Alyssa Sterkel
Living on a college campus does not
guarantee safety.
Daren Capirchio, assistant director
of residential life, thinks some residential
students have a false sense of safety when they
come to college.
"We're an open campus and we don't
have an ivor:y wall around us. People can come
in from outside. People sometimes feel that
we're on a college campus, I'm safe. That's
becoming less and less true as time goes on.
Students just need to be aware," he said.
Students can start being aware by
plugging information into their phone, like
public safety numbers, NOVA alert and
emergency contacts, Capirchio said. Students
can label emergency contacts "ICE," which
stands for in case of emergency.
Shane Lam, associate director of field
operations in the Department of Public Safety,
said students should also carry their shark card
with them wherever they go because it allows
Public Safety to identify individuals who
might not be permitted within an area.
ludeline Antenor, freshman nursing
major, thinks students aren't concerned about
safety because of all the security already in
place on campus.
"If you don't have an [ID] card, you
either can't get in or someone has to let you
in. Even if it is an open area, there is a limit
to how far someone can go. If you don't have
an [ID] card you can't get anywhere beyond
sliding doors," she said.
Lam said locking doors is also an
important way to help ensure personal safety.
"Minimizing vulnerability is one of the
keys to preventing crime. A criminal looks for
and exploits perceived weaknesses," he said.
Capirchio agrees and said most issues
regarding stolen items are because a bedroom
door was left unlocked.
"One thing we encourage is when you're
in your room and want to communicate with
your neighbor next door or across the hall
that once you leave your room, lock your
door. [Leaving doors unlocked] is a habitual
problem in all of the residence halls," he said.
Capirchio also said that in the apartmentstyle dorms, students need to not only lock the
main door, but also their bedroom door.
Lam said if a resident finds their door
open or sees signs of forced entry, they should
not enter but call Public Safety immediately.
He also advised students to be aware of
their surroundings, remain in well-lit areas,
wear clothing that does not restrict movement
and don't walk alone at night.
Capirchio said his office talks to students
constantly about traveling together on campus.
"This goes for our male residents as well
as female residents. As a male, there's no
difference. If someone is going to rob you or
attack you, they will still do it," he said.
Antenor agreed, "I think [walking in
groups] helps because it reduces the risk of
someone trying to hurt you because if he or

.---
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Emergency stations. like this one near the Parker Building , are
located across the campus. Students can press the button to
contact Public Safety.

she sees you with a group of people, he or
she won't be stupid enough to go after you if
there's one of them and three or four of you."
Capirchio said residents are also
responsible for their guests' actions. In
the Goodwin, Commons and Rolling Hills
residence halls, there is a sign-in process at
the front desk and residents should ensure that
their guests sign in.
"It's extremely helpful because it
provides 'us with information we wouldn't
have normally. Whenever we have a situation
in a hall, we can audit who is in the building,"
Capirchio said.
However, Mikaela Myers, junior art
major, thinks the sign-in sheet is inconvenient
for visiting students.
"It's a pain because I go visit my friends
in the Commons almost every day and when I
sign in they start keeping track of me and tell
me I can't go see my friends. You can only go
in a certain number of times. It's just a pain
because I might be going in for five minutes
and leaving and I have to sign in," she said.
Founders, Farquhar, Vettel and CLC
residence halls do not have a front desk, but
the same guest policy applies, Capirchio said.
Residents are responsible for their guests.
Students should also ensure that their
property is being watched at all times. Lam
said students place a high value on personal
safety, but sometimes neglect safe guarding
personal property.
"This is occasionally evident when
students leave bags, computers cell phones
and books unattended. Unattended valuables
make an easy target for theft and should always
remain in your control. Crimes of opportunity,
or theft, are the most prevalent but at the same
time, the most preventable," Lam said.
Students should also always report any
suspicious activity. Lam said the Public Safety
Department holds student safety in the highest
regard. Part of their mission is to be safety centric
and rooted in supporting excellence in learning.

Where: 8280 Griffin Rd
Davie FL 33328
Cost:Adults $18
Children under 12 $10
Nova Students Free
Please RSVP to
Chabadofnova@gmail.com
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November

Tuesday, Nov. 8

Written by:
Alejandra De Olivera
Alejandra De Olivera, who prefers
to be called Alex, was born in Buenos
Aires, Argentina. She is a freshman
communication studies major and
a future reporter. She is a Christian,
who follows God's word and actions '
of forgiveness, patience, goodwill and
humility. Her two favorite quotes are
"Life is a great canvas, and you should
throw all the paint on it you can" by
Dany Kaye and "A smile is the lighting
system of the face, the cooling system of
the head and the heating system of the
heart" by Unknown.
I've always loved dancing, but
started getting interested in belly
dancing when I went to Miami-Dade
College in 2008. I saw a performer on
TV and saw how sensual and fit she
looked. She danced amazingly and
her costume was so sparkly and sexy.
I took a dance appreciation
class, which taught how dance
is meaningful to different people
around the world. It was difficult
at first because I wasn't used to the
flexibility. I needed that flexibility
to make those extreme movements.
I also felt awkward because it was
very new to me. I had to learn to
dance like a snake practically. I
would try to imitate a performer on
TV and laugh at what I was doing,
but with practice I got it, and then I
added my personality to it.
I was nervous, too, because I
thought I would miss a step or forget
to do a tum. My classmates were
staring at every inch of my body, but
eventually I forgot that I was being
watched, and it was so much fun. Once
I listened to the music, I practiced the
dance step-by-step, and I learned it. It
was awesome afterwards.
For my final grade in the class,
five girls and I chose belly dancing.
When I danced with my teammates
in front of the class, it was great
because I was the star at that moment.

COURTESY OF A. OLIVERA

Alejandra De Olivera is a freshman communication
studies major who practices belly dancing.

Everybody put their attention on me.
I was being admired.
When I perform in front of
people, I get an adrenaline rush.
People are just staring at me. I get
nervous when I'm afraid of making
a mistake or forgetting a step but I'm
more excited. It gets better with time
because I am used to the dance.
Belly
dancing
strengthens
and tones the whole body while
developing grace and balance. It
improves flexibility in the spine and
hips. When I dance, I feel like I rule .
the stage. It is' my moment to express
myself as I feel the music in my heart.
I believe body language says
way more than words. Through belly
dancing, you get to know me. You get
to know that I am shy, sweet, sensible,
enchanting, exciting, hip and even
sensual. I can express sadness or
happiness. I dance like nobody is
watching. I enjoy dancing barefoot
because it helps me feel good and
comfortable in my own skin. I put
on makeup and a sexy costume, and
I change from every-day ordinary me
into a sensual and sexy woman.
I can't walk around with

dramatic make-up, walk barefoot on
the street or wear a tiny top. So when
I get to perform it's great. I am the
same person on and off stage. I am
bubbly and sociable. The difference
is I wear a costume. People perceive
me in one way when they see me
walking around, but when I wear a
costume, it's different and amazing.
I believe clothing tells the
story of a person and belly dancing
has so many gorgeous outfits that
it's incredible. The colors and the
costume design say who you are at
that moment.
For now, belly dancing is just
a hobby for me, but I would love to
dance professionally. Everything
happens in its own time. Right now,
I am focused on my career, but I will
dance for fundraisers. It makes me
happy to dance for a good cause,
rather than to just get paid to dance.
People think it's funny that I
teach myself at home with YouTube,
but it is my hobby and I love practicing
this way. I don't have to spend money
to enjoy something I love. I make
things very simple for myself.
In today's world you have to
be serious arid think about your
profession. Things can get more
stressful each day and I think belly
dancing is a great way to de-stress.
You can enjoy that you are a woman
and why not enjoy that you are
beautiful and feminine? I think that
sometimes women forget or don't
have the time to enjoy themselves
and to explore and love themselves.
I recommend belly dancing to
other women because you will have
fun learning the moves, jingling and
shimmying and enjoying the flirtatious,
yet elegant, expression of the dance.
The great thing about this is if women
practice at the gym, they can find new
friends. Or, they can practice through
YouTube and be in the comfort of their
own home for an hour a day.
Any woman can practice belly
dancing, whether to exercise or to have
fun. It is a celebration of feminity.

November
.fun facts
Written by:
Arash Nasajpour
November is about memories. We
remember the food, the celebrations,
and most importantly learning.
November is about food.
The winter of 1620 killed
almost half of the Pilgrim people. The
Wampanoag tribe taught the remaining
colonists about hunting, fishing and
planting. The following fall, the hard
working colonists had more than
enough food, so they invited the
Wampanoags for a three-day feast.
When you take a bite of
your turkey, remember the years
thereafter when Sarah Josepha Hail
began a one woman letter-writing
campaign urging state politiCians to
establish an annual Thanksgiving

Day. Also, when you're eating
your pumpkin pie, thank Abraham
Lincoln for making the last Thursday
of November 1863 an annual holiday
after the battle of Gettysburg.
November is a celebration.
The 20th century welcomed
Thanksgiving as a day of leisure. In
1920, the National Football League
was formed and the Detroit Lions
devised a Thanksgiving game to
boost sport attendance. In 1924, the
department stores Macy's and the J.L
Hudson Company started the annual
Thanksgiving Day parades held in
New York City and Detroit.
In addition to the parades, the
first automobile patent, the tearing
down of the Berlin wall and the
PBS premier of "Sesame Street" all
happened in November.

Are you Smarter than Your Professor? » 6 p.m. - 10 p.m.
Don Taft University Center Pit
Sponsored by Up til Dawn
Do you think you can give your professor a run for his or her money?
Come play Are you Smarter than your professor while raising
awareness and money for St. Jude Children'S Research Hospital.
Contact: Alicia Anania at aal126@nova.edu

Thursday, Nov. 10
Annual Breast Cancer Awareness dinner » 7:30 p.m. 10:30 p.m. Don Taft University Center 2nd floor
Sponsored by Phi Sigma Sigma
Fundraising dinner to benefit the Susan G. Komen Foundation and
cancer research. Ticket price: $15. Formal attire.
. Contact: Ruby Wagimin, rwagimin@nova.edu

liThe Exo-Factor"» 7 p.m. - 10 p.m. The Flight Deck
Sponsored by CoLLege of Optometry SGA
Karoake fund raiser for the Lighthouse of Broward County, a
non-profit that serves the county's visually-impaired.
Contact: George Hanna, gh345@nova.edu

Friday, Nov. 11
MTV vs. CMT costume party» 10. p.m. - 1 a.m. Flight Deck
Sponsored by Sigma Delta Tau and FIJI
Costume party open to aLL NSU students. No cover charge.
Contact: Amanda Rivera, ar1138@nova.edu

Veteran's Day Speaker» 11 a.m. -12 p.m. Don Taft
University Center 2 nd floor lounge
Sponsored by Students United for Returning Veterans
Center for Psychological Studies professor to speak on post
traumatic stress disorder in relation to veterans.

Charity date auction» 7 p.m. - 10. p.m. Don Taft University
Center Pit
Sponsored by Alpha Phi Omega
All proceeds from event goes to the Make a Wish foundation.
Contact: Yessica Giraldo, gyessica@nova.edu

Friday night dinner» 5:30. p.m. 8280 Griffin Rd. Davie, FL
33328
Sponsored by Chabad at Nova
Free dinner with Chabad at Nova, a Jewish organization on campus.
All NSU students are welcome.
Contact: Chaya Posner, posnerc@nova.edu

Bowling tournament » 6:30. p.m. - 9 p.m. Sparez, 5325
South University Dr.
Sponsored by Alpha Kappa Psi, NSU's professional business
fraternity
The event is open to all. Price: $15 per person for a group of six
(includes shoes, lane for two hours, pizza and large drink).
Contact: Darwin Lopez, DL786@nova.edu.

Saturday, Nov. 13
Charity Mehla 201 1 » 6 p.m. - 11 p.m. Don Taft University
Center
Sponsored by the Pakistani Student Association
Registration is Oct. 20 to Nov. 4 in the HPD cafeteria.
A night full of fun and entertainment with Pakistani and Indian
foods and henna tattoos.

Sunday, Nov. 14
International Students Week» Various times, various
venues
Sponsored by NISA (Nova International Students Association)
Week-long celebration (Nov. 14-21), including OPT/CPT workshop,
H1B workshop, cultural night, and thanksgiving dinner.
Contact: Lesly Hagan, lh@nova.edu

Monday, Nov. 15
Lunch n' Learn» 12 p.m. - 1 p.m. Rosenthal, Room TBA
Sponsored by Hillel, NSU's Jewish organization
Contact: Daphne Fux, df66S@nova.edu

Saturday, Nov. 19
The first hot-air balloon flight,
John F. Kennedy's assassination, the
establishment of the Nobel Peace
prize, Louisa May Alcott's and Mark
Twain's Birthdays are also all a part
of November's memories.
World Kindness Day is on Nov.
13, National Recycling Week is Nov.
7-13, and today (Nov. 8) is Cook
Something Bold Day.
November is National Adoption
Awareness Month, National Sleep
Comfort Month and Peanut Butter
Lovers Month.
November is about learning.
I Sincerely hope everyone can
take a collective breath and reconnect

Glucose Games -

Flag football tournament » 10. a.m. - 4

p.m. Intramurals fields
Sponsored by American Pharmacists Association-Academy of
Student Pharmacists (APHA-ASP)
Registration is Oct. 20 to Nov. 4 in the HPD cafeteria.
Contact: Danielle Padgett, dpadgett@nova.edu

Submit your student club or organization's events for
the Onshore calendar by emailing: trail@nova.edu.
Only events for students, by students accepted.

with loved ones to remember just
how much we have to be thankful
for. And who knows, Nov. 1 was the
deadline for Harvard Medical School

and maybe someone you know at
NSU will change the world while
accepting the Nobel Peace prize. He
or she will remember November.

ill

Sports

Men's basketball hopes
for strong fan support
•
•
tn upcomlng season
vVritten by:
Kevin Preciado

with all of his new teammates and
said the environment has been really

On Nov. 12, the Sharks
will open their season at home
against Columbus State. After
finishing with a 13-15 record
last season, the team is looking
forward to a fresh start.
With ten new players,
a new assistant coach and
a change in their defensive
system, the team hopes to
improve from last year.
Teddy Tassy,
senior
guard, said that in order for
the team to have a successful
season, they are going to need
the support and encouragement
of NSU fans . He said if a genie
granted him one wish, he
would ask for the seats to be
filled for every home game.
"It would mean so much.
It'd be huge. I mentioned this on
the radio show that we were on
the other night. To start a legacy
of having a huge fan base is big.
We want to have a home court
advantage. We want people to
come to the gym and say, 'Man, Senior guard Teddy Tassy reaches for the basket
one of last year's games. The Sharks' season opener
Nova's a rowdy place to play Nov. 12.
at, '" said Tassy.
Robert Huntington,
senior
good. Huntington said he has one
center, said he has enjoyed practicing
goal for this season - winning.

"Conference-wise, obviously,
we want to win it all," he said. "But
I really want to beat Eckerd
at Eckerd. Two years ago,
we had a fair loss there in
the tournament's first round.
I definitely don't want that
to happen again, that was
probably one of the worst
losses I ever had."
Head Coach Gary Tuell
said the one area the team
must improve on is defense.
However,
he
doesn't
believe effort will ever be
an issue with this group
of players.
"I think [NSU fans] will
see guys who work hard.
We're kind of an old-school
team. We're a team that will
grind it out, pound you inside,
be physical and rebound well,"
said Tuell.
Tassy said the
new
players give the team size and
versatility. There is only one
player on the roster under 6'3".
Huntington said he is looking
forward to discussing the games
with the NSU community.
during
"I love it when spmebody
is on
will just come up and say 'hi'
and ask me about the basketball
[game]. That's awesome when people
do that," he said.

Women's soccer recap

CO URTESY OF NSU SPORTS INFORMATION

Freshman forward Sierra Lelii scored five goals during the regular season.

vVritten by: Kevin Preciado
On Oct. 23, the team finished the regular season
with a record of (9-4-2) and advanced to the conference
tournament. Their first match of the conference
tournament took place on Nov. 1 against Florida Tech.
The teams met during the regular season on Oct. 19, and
NSU walked away with a 1-0 victory.
Head Coach Mike Goodrich said conference
matches are always extremely competitive, and he was
not surprised that the match came right down to the wire.
"I think it's typical of our conference that all the

games are decided by a goal, so I don't know if having
played them up there already gives us any advantage
or disadvantage. I think it's going to boil down to who
makes the plays to win the game," said Goodrich.
Malin Broberg, sophomore forward, led the team
with seven goals during the regular season, and despite
the importance of the conference tournament matches,
she said she is keeping her cool.
"I'm a forward, so I always feel pressure that I have to
score. To me this is an important game because, if we lose,
the season is over," said Broberg.
Broberg believes team chemistry has been their
greatest asset this season, and in order to succeed at the
SSC tournament, they must maintain that chemistry.
"We have to play together as a team. We have to
come out there and show that we really want to play. We
have to communicate a lot and stay connected," she said,
Dilja Olafsdottir, sophomore defender, played an
instrumental role in the victory over Florida Tech on
Oct. 19. Not only did she hold the opponents scoreless,
she scored the lone goal of the match. Olafsdottir said
Florida Tech was very tough to score against.
"We have to play more as a team. That's what we' re
focused on. When we' play as a team, everything just
works for us," said Olafsdottir.
Goodrich said tournament matches are more
intense, and the team will have to be prepared for that.
Other than winning the conference tournament, he wants
to see maximum effort from the players.
"[I want to see us] play together as a team; win,
lose, or draw. I want to see us outwork our opponents,"
said Goodrich.
Sharing the ball is very important to the team,
and it showed during the regular season as they led
the conference in assists per game with 2.53. Neither
Broberg nor Olafsdottir want the season to end.
Broberg said, "This is what we live for."
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ON THE BENCH
Commentary by:
Kevin Preciado

NBA lockout's
tnystery beneficiary
No jaw-dropping dunks by
Blake Griffin. No ankle-breaking
crossovers by Derrick Rose and no
Big Three. This is the world we live
in thanks to the NBA lockout, and
basketball fans everywhere have
been left in a state of depression.
Although the lockout has
negatively affected everyone involved,
there is one giant beneficiary, and that
beneficiary is college basketball.
What's the best replacement for
basketball? Umm, basketball. Before,
I would have chosen an NBA game
over a college game nine times out of
ten. Now, college basketball has no
competition, and basketball junkies
who need their fix will be watching.
Most basketball fans typically
tune in for a couple of games during
college basketball's regular season,
but the real interest doesn't spark
until the NCAA tournament begins.
Well, it looks like March Madness
will be arriving a few months early.

It's true that the talent level and
speed of college basketball doesn't
compare to the NBA, but without
the NBA to watch, there really isn't
a basis for comparison, is there?
What remains to be seen is
whether or not the NBA lockout
will have any long-term effects on
the viewership of college basketball.
Once the lockout is lifted, will
basketball fans fall back into the
habitual pattern of choosing the NBA
over the NCAA, or will they discover
a newfound loyalty and appreciation
for college basketball?
I don't have a crystal ball in
my hand. Therefore, I couldn't
tell you. What I can tell you is that
college basketball should receive a
nice viewership boost as long as the
lockout is in effect.
For NSU students, now that you
don't have the Miami Heat to watch,
maybe you can go out and support your
own basketball teams. Just a thought.

Cross co~ntry
hosts SSC
championship
Written by:
Kevin Preciado

On Oct. 22, NSU cross country
hosted the SSC championship for the
second time in the program's history.
The women finished second,
while the men finished third. This
was Head Coach Bryan Hagopian's
first time hosting the event, and he
said it was a success.
"It was fantastic. It was the best
experience that both our athletes and
my staff could have had. We had a
lot of people who helped out, [such
as] Keith Smith, Kim Carbo, Adam
[Tsakonas] and Mike Mominey. My
assistant coaches, Yanique Booth and
Jennine Strange, they did a great job,
and it ran perfectly," said Hagopian.
Alexandria Palm, sophomore,
finished with the best time on the
team and sixth overall out of 53
competitors. She said hosting the
event was a lot of fun, and she was
pleased with how the team performed.
"I thought we did really well.
We're starting to come together as
a team, which is usually what we
expect at the end of the season [after]
working so hard," said Palm.
Taylor Stokes, sophomore,
finished tenth overall, and after the
competition, she felt the team was
ready for regionals.
She said, "I think a lot of it
depends on how bad you want it. I
think everyone on our team wants to

COURTESY OF NSU SPORTS INFORMATION

Sophomore Alexandria Palm helped the women
finish second at the SSC Championship.

do well, not only individually but as
a team, and we want it for everyone
else, so if we go out there and put our
heart into it, we'll do really well."
Hagopian said both the men
and women were strong enough to
qualify for nationals, and he was
looking forward to their performance
at regionals.
"[I'm] hoping that we're going
to nationals. All my kids are going to
do great. They look good now. They
feel good. They're running hard,
and they' re real fired up. I' m pretty
excited to be honest," said Hagopian.
The South Regional championship
took place on Nov. 5, and nationals will
take place on Nov. 19.
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You won't have the time
of your life
watching "In Time"
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confessions of
"Confessions
of an ugly
stepsister"
Written by:
own talent.
(the
Margarethe
wicked
stepmother) marries Clara's wealthy
The novel "Confessions of
father through near gorgeous
an Ugly Stepsister" by Gregory
ingenuity
(did
someone
say
Maguire is a distant relative to the
poison?) and misplaced "care" for
novel "Wicked: The Life and Times
her daughters. Not wanting them to
of the Wicked Witch of the West"
have to continue to work so hard she
"does what she has to do" to marry
by the same author. Related only by
this man. However, this novel does
author, "Confessions of and Ugly
Stepsister" fails to step out of the
not promise this happy ending for
shadow of "Wicked."
the woman. The wealth crumbles,
the
politically
"Wicked,"
and once again, she must try to
dredge her way through everyday
charged re-imagination of the
existence. This time she has added
wonderful world of Oz, shines. It only
makes sense that this would become
a beautiful stepdaughter who scorns
a popular Broadway Musical, and
her beauty so much that she would
rather cover it with
a novel close to
my heart. Still
ash and do every
quivering
from
chore
available
to keep her away
excitement by the
everyone>s
from
end of the novel,
admiring
eyes.
I cracked open
How painful it must
"Confessions of an
be to be beautiful.
Ugly
Stepsister"
This is where I,
expecting to be
swept off of my
of course, roll my
eyes in disgust,
feet once again by
Maguire. Instead,
close the book and
promise to come
I was pushed over
back to it in three
and left for dead,
to four days.
regretting
my
Iris's talent is
decision to taint
my high regard for
COURTESY OF NEOSEEKER.CQM
rendered null while
"Confessions of an
ugly stepsister"
she has to remain
the author.
disappoints loyal Maguire fans.
mature to tend to
The
mildly
her family. She finds
entertaining novel
her face an embarrassment, while
gives you a different perspective
her attitude seems to shine. Half way
on the popular story of Cinderella.
through the novel, one almost hopes
But, if you have a giddy admiration,
bordering on reverence, for the
that Clara becomes horribly disfigured
and it turns out that it is really Iris
unfortunate girl, this novel is
who is the Cinderella we all know.
definitely not for you. This novel
However, this novel does not promise
weighs, on a tiny scale, superficial
beauty, the beauty of kindness, the
happy endings. Full of twists, turns
and secondary story lines the novel,
beauty of silence and the beauty of
instead, promises to continually anger
wicked ingenuity.
the reader until the very end where you
Cinderella (now known as
find an eye popping "that did not just
Clara) is portrayed as incredibly vain,
happen" moment.
as this was the way she was raised by
Overall, the only satiation for
no fault of her own. The stepsisters,
my skin-itching annoyance during
Iris and Ruth, are the unfortunate
the story was a hardly satisfying
spawn of a woman suspected to be a
ending. If this novel's goal was to
witch. She is a witch only in attitude,
push me to the brink of dislike, it did
but knows how to use her poison.
its job.
Escaping from their home
Unlike Elphaba's story in
after the death of their father
"Wicked," this story line abuses Iris
(questionable), Iris and Ruth have
whom I had grown to love, as I am
to survive a new kind of life. Iris
sure was the author's intention. The
takes the worthy place of heroine
parallel between stories that was
in this re-imagination. Unfortunate
masterfully created in "Wicked" is
enough to be neither pretty nor ugly,
severely lacking in "Confessions of
the plain-faced girl finds herself at
an Ugly Stepsister." It attempts to
the service of her sisters. Iris takes
form a link that remains disappointing
care of Ruth who is mute, does her
to me. Perhaps I am still holding on
mother's bidding and looks after
to the innocence of Cinderella and
Clara while working around the girl's
the belief that someone such as her
vain indifference to her step-family's
shouldn't be such a whiny, "Woe is
pain, all while she is constantly
me. I'm gorgeous," character.
tricked out of the chance of real love
and pleasure through exploring her

Louise Laurent

Justin Timberlake and Amanda Seyfried in a scene from the movie "In Time."

Written by:
Victoria Rajkumar

How many time-related puns
can you stuff into one over-hyped,
cliche movie? I lost count.
In "In Time," humanity has
become so genetically advanced that
people are born with a clock imprinted
into their arm that begins a countdown
at age 25, a countdown that gives them
only a year to live unless they find a
way to get more time.
Justin Timberlake doesn't live
up to his new leading man status,
as he delivers a lame, mediocre
performance as Will Salas, a "timedelinquent" who is bent on shaking
up a corrupt government. Salas lives
with his mother, Rachel (Olivia
Wilde) in the ghetto, working to
earn a living - literally, he fights
the clock to stay alive. Salas is later
joined by the billionaire heiress
Sylvia Weis (whose daddy owns
practically all of Time), played by
Amanda Seyfried, who turns against
her privileged lifestyle and joins
Salas on his mission for justice. It
gets really time-keeper-Bonnie-andClyde from there.
Salas, a factory worker, happens

to save the life of the centennial
(code word for "millionaire,") Henry
Hamilton, who is played by the
ridiculously gorgeous Matt Bomer.
Hamilton is over IOO-years-old in
"real-time" and has had enough of
immortality. He transfers over a
century of time to Salas, by way of
some fancy wrist action, and commits
suicide, "clocking out" after five
minutes and plummeting off a bridge.
How is time managed in this
futuristic world? Each human is
given one year and must earn more
time before they "clock out" (In case
this ingenious pun has gone over
your head, they mean "die").
Naturally, Salas gets accused of
Hamilton's murder because the "time
police" refuse to believe anyone
would run from immortality. And so,
the hunt for the "stolen" time begins.
In his pursuit for justice, Salas
battles the ''Time Keepers" (aka, the
time po-po), who maintain social
order and divide humanity into
classes depending on how much time
they accumulated and are willing to
spend. The rich live in the exclusive
Greenwich community, while the
poor are blocked off into inescapable
ghettos. Want a fancy car? It'll cost you
58 years and tax. Don't even ask how

~
ovember 8-November 13

much a burger costs. It will make you
head over to the nearest McDonald's
and punch the cashier in the throat.
In this dog-eat-dog world, poor
people pawn their belongings for a 48hour currency and use other methods
to "buy time" which is then used to
purchase goods. Thank God for those
"99-second-or-Iess" stores. Those
living in the ghetto, immortalized as
their 25-year-old self, attempt to gain
seconds of life while the rich capitalize
on them. I guess the only upside to this
"curse" is a having a sexy corpse.
Basically, the entire movie is
one giant metaphor for how humanity
wastes their time in the pursuit of
money and power - which never
seems to work out well for most of us
(ahem, all 99 percent of "us"). Salas
attempts to fight this unjust system
(as best as any boy-band member
could) and create a world where "no
one should be immortal if even one
person has to die."
The movie was watchable
- once you get past the N'SYNC
jokes and cliched time references. I
was totally captivated by Seyfried's
ability to run throughout the entire
movie in "stripper heels."
I'd like to tell you more, but it
looks like I'm out of time.

Friday 11.11
Queensryche*
Revolution Live 7:30 p.m.

Saturday 11.12

Tuesday 11.8

The Original Beerfest
Bayside & Saves The
Day w. I Am The
Avalance, Transit*
Revolution Live 6 p.m.

Wednesday 11.9

Esplande Park, Fort Lauderdale 7 p.m.

Sunday 11.13
Taylor Swift
American Airlines Arena,
Miami 7 p.m.

Broadwalk Concert Series Hollywood
Beach Theatre Johnston Street and
Broadwalk, Hollywood, FL

Miami Dolphins v.
Washington Redskins
Sun Life Stadium, Miami 1 p.m.

Thursday
Hard Rock Live,
Hollywood 8 p.m.

She Wants Revenge & Peter Murphy*
Revolution Live 7:30 p.m.

/

Florida Panthers v.
Philadelphia Flyers Bank
Atlantic Center in Sunrise 5 p.m.

*listen to Radio X - WNSU 88.5 for a chance to win to tickets to
these events. Call (954) 262 - 8460 from 6 p.m. - 3 a.m.
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What happened

"The Thing"

to Lindsay?

morphs into a

brilliant prequel

Written by:
Stephanie Flem.ing
Once, she was a beautiful
young starlet. Now she is a jailjunkie, forced to clean up a morgue.
But I can't help but wonder if she
ever really had a chance to be
normal? Did she even have a choice
when she became a child star? With
parents like hers, maybe it's time
to stop blaming Lindsay and start
prosecuting the incompetent morons
who raised her.
Lindsay has three younger
siblings, all of whom have been
forced into acting or modeling in
order to make their greedy parents
rich. Apparently Michael and Dina
Lohan have no talent of their own.
So, they have to pimp out their
children in order to make a name
for themselves. And that, they have
done. But it is not a good name.
As a Wall Street commodities
trader, Michael Lohan drank his fill
of alcohol and snorted cocaine until
his three year prison sentence for
contempt of court during an insider
trading investigation. He later went
back to prison for violating probation
and then again for assault and DUl.
By the time he was released,
Lindsay was famous and he spent
his time capitalizing on her fame,

Kate Lloyd (Mary Elizabeth Winstead) looks great as she fights back with a flamethrower in a scene from
the movie "The Thing."

COURTESY OF TODAYNETWORK.COM

lindsay Lohan, as the still adorable child star in the "Parent Trap" at her movie debut in 1998.

thinking the name Lohan gave him
special talent to create his own TV
show and write songs. Eventually,
all he was really good at was being
an idiot on "Celebrity Rehab with
Dr. Drew." If that's not a great role
model, there always mom, right?
When Dina Lohan met her
fabulous hubby-to-be, she was
already a has-been, having moved
from singing and dancing to hawking
make-up at a cosmetics counter. It
must have been a match made in hell.
Dina, unable to find success of her
own, made Lindsay into a child star

with Dina, of course, as her manager.
She's willing to do anything to
capitalize on her daughter's fame,
even take cameras into Lindsay's
rehab and shop a tell-all book about
her daughter's troubles.
With parents like those, I'd be
a mess, too. Lindsay needs to get
as far away from them as she can,
change her last name and start over
without their presence in her life.
Perhaps she should try a restraining
order, something her father is all too
familiar with these days.

vVritten by
Arash N asajpour
For the most part, this plotline has
sirniliarites to the 1982 John Carpenter
film of the same name. IMDB rated
the 2011 picture 6.8 out of 10. But I'd
rate the movie a 9 out of 10, not only
because Mary Elizabeth Wmstead
(Kate Lloyd) looked great with a flame
thrower, but because the 35 million
dollar budget was well-spent.
The CGI was convinCing and
scary. The Antarctic setting was so
real it sent chills down my spine, and,
after the film, I was running around
pretending to shape shift into an alien.
An alien who can kill humans,

copy their DNA, and hide inside
their bodies was a dynamic idea for
a plot line and a real scare for the
audience. We biology majors realize
that viruses spread and hide in your
cells, disguised by your own cellular
fingerprints, awaiting a proper
season or stimulus to reproduce.
In addition to the hot
flamethrowers,
great
computer
graphics and biology, the movie
wasted no time getting to the point.
They found the alien, dug it up, got
infected, and saw a whole-bunchapeople die. It was nonstop excitement
'til the end and worthy of a mention
on any top scary movie list.

Interested in Medical Research?
The Ph.D. Program in Integrated

Research Areas:

Biomedical Sciences (PPIBS) combines
strong biomedical sciences training and
research opportunities across the
spectrum of biomedical sciences.

• Allergy, Immunology & Infectious Disease
• Cardiovascular

•

Interdisciplinary approach to research

•

State of the art research facilities

•

Generous financial support

•
•
•
•
•

Cancer
Molecular Medicine
Molecular Pharmacology & Physiology
Neuroscience
Pathology & Cell Biology

Thinking about Medical School?
USF offers a one-year master's degree that is designed to help students enhance their
academic credentials for application to medical school or any health professional school
(DO, DDS, DPT, etc.) by improving their biomedical science background with
graduate level work.

USF College of Medicine Graduate Affairs

12901 Bruce B. Downs Blvd., MDC 40
Tampa, FL 33612
For more infomation, contact: 8IJ.9744181 or
biomed@health.usf.edu

•

Please visit our website for complete application procedures:
gradaffairs.health.usf.edu

.,

Florida is an equal opportunity enip\oyer/pr~ AW< ~ aids and
are available upon request to individu3ls witfi diSabiitles. Tile :£t1lP1oy
number may be reached by ~~ 4sibi TIYJlrD
Florida Relay Service at 711. D~ible en espanol.
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The church is not nlll The war on
of rapists
artificial drugs
and child molesters
Written by:
Alyssa Sterkel

Recently, a former youth pastor
was sentenced to 29 years in prison
for molesting a young girl. This case
seems no different from the many
we read in the news about pastors
and priests fondling, molesting
and raping young children. These
cases are real, true and terrible, but
they shouldn't be a reflection on
Christianity or Catholicism.
The youth pastor, Russell Lewis,
worked at Church by the Glades,
which has a congregation of 6,000 to
7,000 members. This congregation is
led by many pastors and employees,
who are not rapists or child molesters.
They are using their position to further
the gospel, not further the amount of
children who are traumatized.
The pastors and priests, who are
rapists and child molesters, deserve to
be in prison for using their influence
to take advantage of children. They
deserve to never be allowed back
into society for their crimes. Lewis
deserves his 29-year sentence
because he sexually molested a 14year-old girl. However, these people
should not be a reflection of pastors
who use their positions to preach
about their beliefs and only that.

COURTESY OFTHECAGEGROUP.COM

Church of the Glades where former youth pastor Russell Lewis. who was sentenced to 29 years in prison
for molestation, ministered.

Lewis helps create a stigma
surrounding all religious figures
because of his heinous crime. Men
in these positions should not rape or
sexually harass a young child. They
should not traumatize a child because
they have urges. They should not be
in the positions they have. But some
pastors and priests are in these positions
and they rape children. It's sad, awful
and disgusting because these men are
hypocritical. They preach one thing
only to do the opposite.
There is a stigma surrounding
the church and it is understandable.
Who would want to be a part of a
church, or a religion, where there
is rape and child molestation?
Fortunately, not all pastors and
priests are like Lewis.
Lewis should not be a reflection
of the church. The church is not full

of perfect people. Pastors and priests
are not perfect, because no one is,
but they should handle their position
in the church responsibly.
Church by the Glades probably
suffered after Lewis was arrested
and convicted of his crimes. Some
members probably left because they
felt they were attending a church with
"bad" pastors. But two years after
Lewis was arrested, the church still
has a congregation of 6,000 to 7,000
members. These people probably
realized that Lewis is a terrible person
and it's awful what he did as a youth
pastor, but Church by the Glades, and
its pastors and employees, should not
be a reflection of Lewis.
If these people can see the
difference between Lewis and the
other pastors, so can you.

Dear airline passenger:
lfyour butt doesn'tfit here,
you'll have to buy an extra seat
Written by: Stephanie Fleming
Southwest Airlines has been in the hot seat lately about
its newly enacted policy regarding overweight passengers.
If they can't fit in the seat, they'll have to buy two tickets.
So now, next to the overhead bin example at the entrance
to the plane with a sign that asks "Does your carry-on fit
in here? If not you' ll have to check it," they should have a
have a typical seat with a sign that asks "Does your butt fit
in here? If not you'll have to buy an extra ticket." I would
not want to be an employee trying to enforce this policy but
that doesn't make it wrong.
Airlines have weight limit guides they have to follow. If my
luggage weighs too much, I have to pay extra. Why shouldn't
the passenger who weighs too much have to pay extra?
Furthermore, the airline is a business. If you buy one
seat, you get one seat. I've never gone into a business and
used two things and expected to only pay for one. Why
should an airline be any different?
Besides, there are other passengers to consider. The
people who sit next to overweight passengers. Why should
they pay for a full seat when they're only getting half a
seat? The other half has been taken by the overflow of the
overweight passenger next to them.
I have sat uncomfortably next to an overweight passenger
before. I spent the entire flight attempting to glue myself to the
opposite armrest so as not to become way too familiar with
my neighbor's fat rolls that had weaved their way through the
armrest and into my seat. He, on the other hand, seemed to
not care that he was invading my territory. How is that fair to
me or anyone else that may be put in that situation? I paid for

Southwest Airlines passengers have been protesting the airline's treatment
• of overwright passengers.

a full seat and only got to use part of it. And I didn't get a
refund. Having him buy an extra seat would have avoided
that problem all together.
I know it's expensive and I sympathize with
overweight people. I realize there are people who have
medical conditions that cause them to gain weight. Not
everyone is overweight because they eat too much. But,
as unfortunate as it is, that is not the airline's fault and
not the fault of the other passengers. It's just business.
You pay for what you use.

COURTESY OF MEDIA COM MEACIALAPPEAL.COM

The drug . "Spice." a synthetic version of cannabis. Sixty-four Navy servicemen were recently dismissed
for selling and consuming the drug.

H-'1itten by:
Davis Yahn
There are a lot of things out
there today that are bad for you.
You shouldn't eat fatty foods. You
shouldn't stay up late. And you
definitely shouldn't smoke an artificial
designer drug version of cannabis.
Sixty-four servicemen in the
Navy aboard the USS San Francisco,
USS Carl Vinson and the floating dry
dock Arco didn't pay attention to that
advice. They were caught red handed
selling and consuming a designer drug
called "Spice," a synthetic version of
cannabinoids that mimics marijuana.
The Navy has a very simple
policy regarding drugs and drug use:
zero tolerance. Use drugs and you're
out. Simple enough. These men
deserve this punishment to the fullest
extent, but my problem isn't that they
got caught or kicked out. It's the lack
of attention garnered by the public. I
believe that law enforcemenrneeds to
investigate the creators and producers
of this terrible drug.
This dawned on me while I
was watching "Wild Justice" on the
National Geographic Channel the
other day. The show was following
California Wildlife Fish and Game,
as they tracked illegal activity in the
woods of northern California. The
highlight of the show was when a
task force was sent out specifically

to find and capture the growers
of marijuana, and to bust their
operations while processing any
environmental damage they caused.
I watched, mesmerized, as these
brave men faced the ferocity of the
California outdoors while they raided
an abandoned campsite in search
of the illegal drug farmers. It was
pretty boring actually. No one was
there to arrest and they didn't really
accomplish anything. But it made me
realize the severity of the situation.
There are multiple organizations out
there to combat the war on drugs.
What about the war on fake drugs?
The Marines and other branches
of military made Spice illegal last
year. The DEA is trying to control
the market and is making emergency
procedures to make it illegal. For
good reason, in the few studies that
have been concluded, one thing has
been made clear - the use of this
product is unhealthy.
Dependency issues and emotional
complications are some of the effects
of this drug. Many states still haven't
passed laws to make it fully illegal,
including Florida. I think it should be
a bigger concern to the public if our
servicemen can lose their jobs over
this garbage. I think some sort of
effort should be taken to minimize the
amount of synthetic cannabinoids that
are available to the public.
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Roller-coaster safety:

Is it a good thing?
Written f?y:
Davis Yahn
Have you ever ridden "Dueling
Dragons" or as it's more popularly
known "Dragon Challenge?" It's
a dueling roller coaster in the the
Wizarding World of Harry Potter
at Universal Studios' Islands of
Adventure. For twelve years, this ride
has been one of the main attractions of
the park and has also been one of my
favorite rides. You get to go over SO
mph, do loops and come blisteringly
close to the other roller coaster.
But the ride changed after
an investigation following two
accidents last summer involving a
man suffering from lacerations on
his eyes and another man getting
severely bruised, both from loose
objects. The ride will duel no more.
The Dragon Challenge is
an amazing feat of roller-coaster
engineering but now has been
subjected to a new safety policy and
has been re-classed a "chase coaster."
One coaster will launch first and then
another behind it. They will get near
each other but will not cross paths,
directly minimizing the chance for
something to smack you in the face
from the other coaster.
Times are definitely changing.
The same safety-conscious people,
who have changed playgrounds from
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The Dueling Dragons at Universal Studios' Islands of Aventure was changed after riders got hurt.

wooden behemoths into small plastic
foam-filled parks, have finally gotten
to the people who regulate rollercoaster safety. Soon people will be
lining up to ride the "straight line
coaster." You go straight. No one's
hurt. No one has fun.
When I was little, I used to
be terrified of roller-coasters; I
believed that if I wasn't holding onto
something for dear life, I would fly

out. This is how roller-coasters were
intended to be enjoyed - that sense
of danger, that who ever designed
this thing was insane and deserves to
be locked up for breaking the laws of
physics. This fear has subsided, and
I now enjoy these thrill rides for the
adrenaline rush and not the fear of
instant · death. I recognize that these
rides are safe and that time has been
spent to make sure no one is injured

On the Scene:
"[I'm looking forward to my]
internship in criminal justice. I am
too excited about that." Resha .
Delgado, sophomore sociology
major

during normal operations. It's the
other people you need to be worried
about it seems.
The reason for of the change to
Dragon Challenge is simple. Someone
was struck in the face by a phone
or another loose object. These are
problems operators had been trying to
tackle over the last decade - how to
prevent loose objects from flying out
of peoples pockets during the ride.

I wish they didn't have to
change rides to avoid this problem.
I loved the dramatic effect of having
a roller coaster coming within
eighteen inches of me. I think they
really should have people empty
their pockets or wrap them in plastic
wrap so nothing flies out to keep the
ride authentic. You and I know that
could never happen. No matter what
precautions could be taken to limit
the pocket possessions on a ride,
someone would still get hurt.
It's these devices people carry,
that are huge. The guys who got hit
were lucky it wasn't a Netbook that
clocked them in the face. People's
gigantic phones are now the main
hazard for fellow rides. It turns out
that most of the problems from loose
objects hitting people are from fellow
riders trying to take pictures during
the ride. This is something that, even
though park officials discourage, is
still going to happen. There is very
little to do except perhaps limit the
interaction betWeen coasters that
nearly collide with each other.
I am obviously not an expert. I
don't know much about playground
safety or rollercoaster physics, but
perhaps, in the end, Universal did the
right thing. Taking human error out
of the equation is probably the best
way to continue the lineage of the
ride while preserving patron safety.

With winter semester approaching what classes are
you excited to register for? Why?

"I'm just excited about math. [I'm]
just getting used to working my way
around it. Once you learn the
correct practice of doing math, it
becomes easy." Stephen Roberts,
junior criminal justice major

"[I'm looking forward to] Acting Styles with Mark
Duncan. As a theatre major, I am required to take
performance classes but I feel like this performance
class will be the most helpful for me. Different
genres demand different styles of acting. If you are
doing a sci·fi, it's not the same as a sit-com. Acting
Styles takes you into that and also takes you back
to Shakespearian times and teaches you about his
time and why you have to be grander than when you
do contemporary plays. [I'm] also [excited] to
perform." Wallace Jean, junior theatre major

"I guess I am looking forward to
Biological Basis of Behavior because
it's not a relatively new course, and I
want to focus in neural science. That
would help." Jonna Bouzi, junior
psychology major

"I want to take another film
class because we get to
watch movies and learn how
to breakdown films to see
how they operate. I want to
learn how books are
translated onto the screen."
Dashka Gabriel, junior
communication studies and
biology major

"[I'm excited to take] any
communication classes. I'm into media
communications. I've always been
around music, and I like it because of
the media aspect. It's the closest to
what I want to do. I want to be a
producer. " Arnold Lopez, sophomore
communication studies major
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